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SOLICITUDE: “Anamchara” 

“I will not now call you servants, but my friends.” Yeshua 
 

ne of the core values of the Oriental Orthodox Order in the West is our 
“work for the creation of a culture of contemplative wisdom that cares 
both for the world as a whole while serving the individual and the 

local community as the necessary ground of its work.”   Culture, from the Latin 
cultura (cultivation) was first used by the Roman Cicero as cultura animi 
(cultivation of the soul.)  Foundational to the Order’s creation of a culture of 
contemplative wisdom is the development of the anamchara (soul-friend).  
Surely this is the case for all monastic communities. 

There is a rich body of patristic and medieval spiritual writing on friendship 
as form of the Christian virtue of love.  One excellent text on the subject is 
Aelred of Rievaulx’s Spiritual Friendship.  Aelred (1110-1167) was abbot of 
Rievaulx, Yorkshire, England.  

At the Order’s Gathering in spring 2014, I shared Aelred’s “rule” of friendship.  
First, Aelred suggests that we must be intentional about friendship.  He calls 
this “the purity of intention” and notes that it takes time.  But, adds that there 
is no greater reward than that of friendship.  And, the reward of friendship is 
simply friendship.  In other words, we don’t cultivate friendship in order to 
gain something else (knowledge, influence, etc.); we cultivate friendship 
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because we need friends.  Scarcely any happiness whatever, he notes, can 
exist among humans without friendship. I challenge the monks to consider 
making friendship with another monk or monks a part of your daily praxis.  
Though phone calls, emails, personal visits, gatherings, and Facebook, get to 
know your sisters and brothers in the Order well.   

Second, Aelred suggests that our contemplative practices such as prayer, 
meditation, and reading are most effective when they are done in community .  A 
friend, he says, is “one to whom you can unblushingly make known what 
progress you have made in spiritual life; one to whom you can trust the 
secrets of your heart.”  The very existence of monastic orders suggests that 
spiritual development is not done alone.  We need friends who can encourage, 
teach, advice, and direct our efforts at praxis.  Make retreat, gatherings, 
Wisdom Schools, and internet studies with the Order a priority in your praxis.  
Get to know the Order’s resources on the web.   

Third, Aelred says, “Let him rejoice with his friend in his joys, and weep with 
him in his sorrows, and feel as his own all his friend experiences.”  We are 
priests to each other.  I challenge you to make your fellow monks’ email 
addresses and phone numbers readily available to you so that you may 
contact a monk in need at a moment’s notice.  As Aelred notes, “friendship 
tempers adversity and moderates prosperity.”  And, “the best medicine in life 
is a friend.”   

Fourth, all is in confidence.  Aelred says that a friend is a “guardian of the spirit 
itself.”  As such, “it is fitting that my friend be a guardian . . . of my own spirit 
so to preserve all its secrets in faithful silence.”  So, let’s make it our practice 
to restrain from all gossip.  That’s easier said than done.  We live in a culture 
where gossip is rampant.  Consider taking up a vow that you will never speak 
disparagingly of a fellow monk.   

Fifth, offer advice only if asked.  Aelred says that there is no fear of correction 
from a friend.  And, if ever, advice is given it is always guided by reason and 
restraint.  One of the fundamental precepts of the Order is that each monk is 
responsible for his or her spiritual growth.  If that is the case, then all monks 
should pause before offering advice on matters of praxis.  Ask yourself if you 
have been invited to give this advice?  If you’ve been asked, then give freely.  If 
you have not, then, perhaps you wait until asked.  After all, “When the student 
is ready, the teacher will appear.”   



Sixth, under Aelred’s rule as an abbot there was no loyalty greater than the 
loyalty of friendship; no more grievous fault than dishonoring or disrespecting 
a friend.  Though Aelred was personally engaged politically and even worked 
in the court of the king, he considered his role as friend to all, the most 
important role he played.  Thus, he tempered all partisanship in the name of 
this highest of callings—friendship.  And, for us, as “priests in the world,” we 
recognize that our loyalties to tribe, profession, denomination, state, dogma, 
political party, etc. pale in comparison to our loyalty to the work of the Order.  
Being a monk in an Order requires that we restrain and limit other loyalties.  
We are not free to promulgate ideologies that divide us.  If friendship is, as 
Aelred suggests, the highest loyalty, then we must be aware of our 
partisanship.  And, in being aware, we temper it.   

And finally, seventh, Aelred reminds us of the need for stability in friendship.  
Soul friendship is not a friendship of the moment.  Rather, soul friendship 
requires time.  Just as the growth of the soul is slow, so is the growth of soul 
friendship.  Thus, as monks living in a world of instant gratification, we are 
learning to be patient in our relationships with monks in the Order.  We 
recognize that this kind of friendship is slow, that it takes years to develop. 

As we work towards the creation of a contemplative culture, let’s pledge to be 
intentional about our friendships with the friends, postulants, and monks in 
the Order.  One way you can do this is by connecting with monks on the 
Anamchara group on Facebook.  As an Order that is “in the world,” we must 
continue to be innovative in the ways that we meet, pray, and fellowship 
together. 

Membership to Anamchara is limited to the members of the Oriental Orthodox 
Order in the West.  The group, managed by the abbots, is intended to foster 
soul-friendship among the members of the Order.  As monks in the world, we 
are scattered across the North American continent but linked in prayer, 
contemplation, study and work through an annual gathering, wisdom schools, 
workshops, retreats and internet platforms.  As the internet becomes more 
integrated into monastic praxis worldwide, the Order has elected to 
experiment with this mode of communication in order to determine its 
usefulness in our contemplative culture.    

 ~~ Blake Burleson, Abbot 

 


